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Y. MouaAt&c. Abraham dims Li Coran, Paris. 1958, p. 27-28.
J. WANSBROUGH. Qur’onir Studies: Sources and Methods of Scriptural inrerprerazion.
Oxford. 1977. p. I.
Sun 12. Yet even the long qur’anic rendition of the Joseph legend is notably unclear
without the benefit of exegais of the biblical rendering of the story for reference. Western
readers familiar with the full text of Genesi, supply their own etegesis when reading the
qur’anic rendition and can therefore make sense of it.
The les aBible,, and “biblical” are ed only for lack of more accurate nomen
clature. The Qu?an is not beholden to the Bible, and its subtext referred to here is not the
text of the Bible. The ubiblical,, narratives and references in Islam are not biblical in the
sense thaI (hey are quotations from biblical texts, but rather than they exhibit clear
parallels to biblical texts. Perhaps a better term might be .cbiblesque”.
Notwithstanding the excellent work of Wansbrough and his students in their view
thai it is a later document, the approach of Ihis study follows the arguments of Burton
and others who suggest that the traditional view is not chronologically inaccurate.

—

with a series of legends and legendary figures that corresponds roughly
with that of Jewish and Christian scripture: the Hebrew Bible and New
Testament. In the parlance of literary discourse, the Qur’an is unknowable
. And it is clear today that
4
without knowledge of its biblical subtext
any literary work presuming a subtext serves at some level as a response
to that subtext. It may agree with it, interpret it, revise it, or invalidate
it, but it clearly reacts to it. If the Qur’an can be assumed to have been
revealed during the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad’, then it must be
the many legends about Abraham
assumed that its biblical subtext

occurred. Qur’anic revelation therefore presumes a prior familiarity

-

The figure of Abraham appears in the Qur an dozens of times in tens
of chapters I, but qur’anic references to Abraham as welt as any number
of other ancient figures and the legends about them are notably brief.
They lack narrative context and detail to such extent that they have been
.
3
described as merely a... a series of discrete and parabolic utterancesn
Indeed, sustained narrative is virtually absent from the Qur’an, with the
, and even those narrative-like
3
possible exception of the story of Joseph
sections that can be found in Islamic scripture appear as if they were
excerpted from full tellings that no longer exist.
The qur’anic audience would clearly fail to understand the hundreds
of important allusions to biblical figures and legends if it were not
already familiar with one of the various cultural settings in which they

ABRAHAM’S ASSOCIATION
WITH THE MECCAN SANCTUARY AND THE PILGRIMAGE
IN THE PRE-ISLAMIC AND EARLY ISLAMIC PERIODS
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of the Ahs’oham-Jshmaei
t FsisIsTopir. J,’unw;ur in Hots’ LcuuL.: The Evolution
(hereaFter: FIRESTONE, Jn,nwys).
3-20
1990.
p.
Albany.
NY.
Eirgrsà.
In
isiwnu
Lrtrr’sth
colltttions of
Other organivng priaoptn writ emptoytsi as weil. web as the
Muhammad
radiii,’n organized aturding 10 their aurihuted touren such at (he Prophet
or his companions.
and the rut:
This may 1w partly attributable to parallels drawn between Muhammad
of’ Ignolanir and timayyad
iii she Abbasids on the one hand, and the pre-hstaniie period
and Hislorgral Mrntorr: An inquur
• ole sot the ,,i her Sec j LAsSNI K. btunsii’ Revolution
Ortintul Societe .Vn’irs. 66), I 9Kb. p. so and
nit., rh, .4,1 .1 ‘Al’hioul .4p0h1’kifli. I Anirriran

based
the authority for competing views on Islamic law and custom was

largely centered around the rememherences of the behavior and
comments of the Prophet Muhammad and his pious companions (a!
saMba). These oral traditions were eventually transcribed, and because

raw material providing the authority for Islamic ritual and social
behavior also consisted of oral traditions. But these traditions, known
at least among the pious if not more generally in Islamic society, were

was extant in
and other Figures finding parallels in biblical liLerature
pre-Islamic Arabia,
Islamic tradition itself supports this option. Soon alter the death of
Muhammad. pious Muslims sought out information that would fill in
the many Iacunae of the qur’anic revelations. These early traditionists
collected thousands of narratives about biblical and extra-biblical per
sonages thai were being told and retold among the various cultural
groupings in and around Arabia at the times. Many of these were
eventually compiled into collections organized around the layout of the
Qur’an and which came to represent early fonus of scriptural exegesis.
The Qur’an has become largely inseparable from its narrative exegesis,
whether in written or oral form, ever since. Other forms of organization
were also employed among the collections of oral lore, including those
of the universal histories which organized narrative material around the
historiographers’ concepts of world history, or the collections of
hagiographic legends referring to the careers of ancient saints and
prophets’. All relied on thc large reservoir of early Islamic and pre
Islamic oral lore. Indeed, early Islam recognized no clear distinction
between pre-Islamic and Islamic oral tradition. The separation between
the two epoches so evident in Medieval Islamic literature evolved out of
a historiographic approach that came into existence only after the first
.
8
Islamic century
At the same period in which Islamic historiography was evolving and
maturing. so too were the various approaches to Islamic law and
The
custom (shurta) coming of age under the early Abbasid Caliphate.

360
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A- Lam,. .cinge’ of Tales. Cambridge, MA, 1950, p 1241.

Sec t. Got.onrtrx, Maslini Studies, edited and translated by S. M. STIRN and
C’. K. Usxara, London. 1967-lI. Vol.2; J. Sc-it&rur. Tht Origins of Aluhanunedim Juru
prudence. Orlord, 1950. p. 3KW.; J. RDRSLJN, The Isnad in Misslhn Tradition, in Trasssnetiwss
nIche Glcng.r. Unnwrs,,r Onesr,ul Lii icri’. 1311953?. p 1311.

Abraham in Mecca. Ideal typically, those narratives which are repealed
often and consistently in the collections of Islamic tradition literature,
which exhibit little variety in plot and structure, and which are attributed
to a number oldilferent early collectors of tradition would be expected
to have been popular narratives told time and again in a given
environment. The information contained within them would be expected
to be well-known in the culture of discourse. When an oral storyteller,
for example, renders a story already well known by the audience, s/he is
allowed less room for variation in the repertoire of oral discourse than
with a previously unknown story. A well-known and popular narrative

knowledge about Abraham in the general culture of the late sixth
Century Hijaz, the geographical region which includes the cities of
Mecca and Medina. as a subtext of the quranic revelations about

tions reveal valuable information about the norms and expectations of
the culture in which they were known.
Modern literary analysis sometimes seeks to reveal subtexts in order
to better understand the targeted text. This study seeks to establish the

degrees of variance, and the number and nature of the various rendi

.
9
Islamic traditiom literature in general
In contrast to this real problem concerning the reliability of traditions
used to authorize Islamic law and custom (the uhalakhicn tradilions),
the early collectors of narrative legends (the ciaggadic” traditions)
appear to have collected them largely as they found them and with little
intentional alteration. Traditionists working in various locations or
tune periods transcribed the slight variations that naturally accrued as
narratives were told and re-told in oral form. The act of recording them
effectively froze the evolutionary dynamic of their oral discourse by
.
0
recording the event almost as a photograph records a visual event’
Many of the recorded traditions were then re-recorded into later
collections by subsequent traditionists, with the more popular traditions
appearing many times in the literature. The many renditions of each
narrative available in the sources therefore exhibit greater or lesser

Western scholarship has repeatedly condemned the reliability of the

themselves noted and condemned the notorious practice of forging
traditions in the effort to authenticate support for partizan views and

support particularist points of view. Early Medieval Muslim scholars

on these records, many were said to have been
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W. A. LESSA. ‘Disrorerer.oJ-ihr-iun: M,’,ho
logr as a Reflection of Culinri’, in
M. J*rt,es and J GILaNWAY
(cdl.), The Anchropologut Looks at Myth. AustIn. 1972;
A. DuNl,rs. Folk Idea, as
Urnts ‘if World Fin-, in A. PAREOes and R. DAUMAN
).
5
(ed
T,,,rarcl New Perspernre, in Folklo (Amer
re
ica,, Folklore Sockry Ribtiographical and
-Special Sent,, 23), Austin. 1972, p. 93-103
.
*2
In chronological order. AbG AbdalIih Muhammad
ten S.u, Kiidl’ al-Tabaqdt at
Kahfr. Beirut, 1380/1970: Ahnsad Ian
HANSAL. al-Uwnad. Beirut, 1389/t969; Abu
al-Wand Muhammad b. ‘AbdalIth
b, at-Mtshgtca At.-AZKAOI. Akhhdr Makka
lEd.
F. WLJ5TtNFSLI, as Chronih,’n dir Stadi
Mecca. Leipzig. 1858: rep,. ed.. Ak/thu Makka
al
Alu.sharr,/o• Beirut, nd.); AbU AMalI
ih b. lsmifl .t.-BOKHARI. al-Jdnit” al-Sahih,
I_abate. 1979; ‘Abdalhits tt. Muslim Ian QO1A
ta.. at-Dinawari, Kitñt, al-Ma’ariJ. Cairo.
n d.: Ahn,ad b. Abi Yiqub b. Wldih
AL-Yilooei. ToNAh (ed. Mt HouTsuA as
Iliciorwr. I_tide,,, 1969); Abu Jalar Muham
mad b. Jarir AL-TABARI. JdmP al-Papan
‘on Tow 11 4. ul-Qur’dn, Beirut, 1405/t
94. and Tirikh at-Rand wol.hfuldk (ed.
M. 1 DwGwir a, Anna/es Loden 964);
Abu al-Hasan “All b. Ibrãhim AL-QuMid, Tafsir
ol-Qumn.i. Najaf, 383/ 966: AhU Ishtq Ahmad
b. Muhammad AL-THA’LAaI, ilrais al
Majdlñ C.jro 137411954: Radi .fljn
AbE, M al-Fad) fri. al-Hasan Ansin al-Din AL
TAsAIts, Muimo’ at-Baron fT V/un, a/.Qut’
dn, Beirut. nd.; Muhammad b. ‘AbdaUih L
KtsA’l. Q&w. cd-Anh,rã’(Ed. I, E,srna
rxo as Vita Prophetaram, Laden, 1922); in al-Din
AbE, ‘At,Jallãh Muhammad Ian st.-Am
Ia, ot-Aaniilfl at-To’rikh (Ed. C.). To.nerao
as
Ihn.eI.4,h,ri Ch.nmlc,n, qwwi perfecussuiusm inscrth
illa, Hütoria AnItIXtWTIiCU. tAden,
11(61.77. repr. Beirut, 1315/1963: ‘Imid al-Din
Abü aI-Fidi tsmS’i) tin K*mis. Tafsir
al.Qso’nn uI..4:imcairo. is d.. and Quas al-Anh
iyd, Beirut. 140211982; Mufir al-Din Abd
-aI’Rahmän I,. Muhammad tsbü al-Yam
an AL-HANSALI, al-Un, at-JaW hi Ta’rikh .d-Qt.ds
Hilt. kh0ffl. Amman.
1973.

S

remaining relatively consistent and stable in
its form and meaning
would tend to be recorded frequently and cons
istently by the traditionists
who would have heard it in a variety
of contexts. Popular legends
reflect common cultural norms and can be
expected to provide infor
mation about values and beliefs of the host cultu
re’’. Conversely, (hose
narratives which are found less often in
the sources, which exhibit a
great inconsistency in form and cont
ent, or which are attributed to
only one source, cannoL be regarded as accu
rate representations of a
culture’s norms, values, or beliefs. The grea
ter the variation among the
rendit,ons of any legend, the less it can be
expected to reflect a
consensus of cultural expectations or meaning.
With this basic approach to the literature,
the researcher can examine
a representative sample of the large corpus
of Islamic narrative traditions
about Abraham’s connection to M and the
Pilgrimage and determine
its relationship to the qur’anic revelatio
ns on the same topic. This, in
turn, raises important questions about the imag
e of Abraham in the
Qu?an and in the general culture of early and pre-l
slamic Arabia. The
sample of sources for this study consists of well
-known and published
Sunni and Shi’ite works dating from the ninth to
the fifteenth centuries”.
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Quran 3:100.
With the possible eataption of 14:3336, these verses are assumed to have been
revealed In Medina arid appear to
reflect a later Medinan interal in the religious
shrines
of Mecca, For a general discussion
of the anthropology and folk lore of sacred
sites, see
.1.4. Von. Antiqui:r In,agined: Cultur
al Values in Arrhaeotugical Folklore, in Folklo
re. 98
(1987). p. 80-90.

‘
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The figure of Abraham is associated with
Mecca and its holy places
repeatedly in the Qur’an. He is called upon
to establish the foundations
of the Ka’ba, to purify it for those
who would pray at it, and is
depicted as settling his progeny, within
its sacred precinct. His name is
even given to a particular site or struc
ture in the sanctuary area called
the Station of Abraham (Maqãm Ibrah
im). Sura 2:125-127 places
Abraham fully into the Meccart sanctuary
tradition with the words,
Remember We made the House a place
of Sanctuary and safety for
humankind. Make the Station of Abraham
(Maqãm I brãhim) a place of
pt-aver. We enjoined upon Abraham and Ishm
uel: w Purl])’ tIdy House for
lhose nbc, shall circuma,nbulole it. for Ihose
devoted in proslrotion and
provers’. Remember when Abraham said.
isO my Lord, make this town
safe.
And remember when Abraham raised she foun
dations of the
House irish lshmael
Sura 3:96-97 appears to clarify that ((the
Housen (al-bays) refers to
the Meccan shrine known elsewhere” as
the Ka’ba: The first house
established for humankind was the one at
Bo.kkah. ifull of) blessing and
guidance for she peoples of the world, In it
are clear signs: the Station of
Abraham. Whoever enters into it finds secu
rity. Pilgrimage to the House
is a Godly requirement for those who are
able
Sura 14:35-36 confirms that the Abraham
associated with the Meccan
shrines is the famous monotheist. He settl
es some of his descendants in
Mecca so that they might uphold their com
mitment to God: Remember,
Abraham said, cr0 Lard, make this land secure
, and preserve me and my
progeny from worshipping idols!.,., 0 our
Lord, I have settled some of
my offspring in a barren valley by Your Sacred
house, in order our Lord.
that they establish prayers it. Qur’
an 22:26 reiterates Abraham’s
connection with the Meccan shrine: Remem
ber. We established Abraham
at Site site of the House. So Do not
associate arything with Me. and
Purify My House for those who circumam
bulate it, stand Ibefore it in
praverj. and hot,’ and prostrate themselves.
Despite these unequivocal qur’anic asso
ciations of Abraham with
Mecca and its sacred sites”, the Qur’
an never explains how Abraham
founded the Ka’ba, how he and his prog
eny arrived in Mecca and from
whence they came, nor even what the Stati
on of Abraham was. These
- -
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AL-ButtHapq

15,4 S.’ti :50: leN HAsw.L 1:253. 347-348, 360. 5:121: AL-AZIAQI 1:21-23, 279-80;
4:312-114 379-380: IaN QuTAvSA 1:34; AL-YA’QOtd 22-23; AL-TABAR1, Hislory,
275.2143. Crmunnlo,y. 1:548-551. 13:229-233; AL-TRALAB1 8142; a-Taun,i, 1470;
a,-Kni’i 142: leN AL-AmIR 1:103. The reports are given on the autborsty of such
important early hgures as lbn Abbas. Mujahid. and ‘Ali b. Abi Tatib.
‘
This ii the common term in Arabic wur For what might be tenned today
..Greater Syrtaa. induding the land referred loin the Was as the Holy Land.
AL-AuAQ1 1:25; AL-BUICIIAII 4:375-377. 381-382; AL-ToAst. History. l:211-28S;
Comnwntarr, 13:230-231; .1-TAssitsi 1:461-462: Inn Ksmi•. Contnwnuiry. 1:176-177;
Rotors-, (:225.
AL-Az5At21 1:25-26; AL.BU,HAIT 4:377.3715. 381: AL-TalAli, History, 1:285-286;
Coniniengary. 1:550-551. 13:231: AL-Toast 1:469: Inn Ksmta, Commentary, 1:177-178;
History. 1:226-227.

details were supplied early on from the extant narrative literature
available in oral form in the Hijaz as well as elsewhere. The qur’anic
depictions therefore do not represent a unique and unprecedented view
in associating Abraham with the holy sites of Mecca, buL rather reflect
a pre-Istamic association. This is possible to be discerned from the large
number of legends about Abraham in Mecca that have been preserved
in the form of hadith-rcports in the various genres of Islamic tradition
literature.
The narratives focusing on Abraham’s association with Mecca tend
to be rather consistent in their many renditions found in the sources.
Abraham is portrayed in the collections of early cxtra-qur’anic narratives
as personally bringing members of his family to Mecca where he
established them by the site of the future lCa%a, as in Qur’an 14:35-36:
Reniember. Abraham said, a 0 Lord, make this land secure, and preserve
me and my progeny’ from worshipping idols!”
0 our Lord, I have
settled sonic of my offspring in a barren valley by Your Sacred House. in
order our Lord, that they establish prayers ...‘‘. In one series of
traditions, Abraham actually lays the foundation of the Ka’ba on this,
his first journey to Mecca. Although he returns to Syria (al-sha’m)”
and is never portrayed as making his home in Mecca, his association
with the sacred site continues through his regular visits to his son
lshmael whom he established there”. A large group of narratives then
depict his return to Mecca when Ishmael is a grown man and where
together they lay the Foundations of the Ka’ba as in Qur’an 2:127: and
remember when Abraham raised the foundations of the house with
Jshniael’’,
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brings forth water from Ihe dry desert Iloor near her son. This is the well known a,
Zamn,n, another important sacred site which is featured in the ritual of the Pilgrimage.
For biblical, post-biblical Jewish, and pm-Islamic Arabian parallels and their significance,
in R. FIreSTONE. Abraham’s Jounsey go Mecca is, blonde Exegesis. A Fonss’crilicat Study
of a Tradition, in Studio lilwnica (forthenming). (hereafter: Fiaasior, Abrohani, Jotin.r-v).
°
Seventeen renditions are given in AL-Azasut. 1.27-29: AL.TAIAai, History. 1,275..
276. 277; st-TonI, Conirnenlary. 1.548-9. 351; si-Tttilat 87-8; lan KATHIa. 1.106.
178.

al-Marsa in Mean. betwn which Muslim Pilarims run to this day as pan of the f
01
ntual of the Pilgrimage. When the situation is absolutely despcrate, she
an angel who

“ Died in 687 CL Full narratives ran be found is, at-Azasni. I.22E. and
1.21940;
AL.asJutAaLlv.372-ns.sndtv.379-38o;At.TA.A.I. Hisivey. t.279-21l,andl.282.253;
AL-TAint, Cwntnnrro.ry. XllI,229. and XIIl.23o-231; law K.ndp. Crminttnrary. 1.176,
and till. and Qua, at’anb(pa’. 1.223-224. and 1,227-225. Two incomplete narratives are
located in Tv. HANIAL, I. 253. and I, 347.8, and &ve fragments an be found in Ian Silo,
1,30; TIN 110.1St. 1,360. and V.121; and AL-AZaAQt. 1,22. and t,279.
The nineteen liNings of the .lbn ‘Abbass. version cahibit some var alion consisting
mostly of the inclusion or omission or certain molirs. The rendition given here represents
a composite of the sample containing the common ra,ura of most telling’.
“ The .Ibn Abbast. version of the narrative invariably
includes a sequence in which
Hagar’s water runs out and she an no longer nurse her suckling son. When Ishmaci
begins writhing from thirst, Hagar run, off to a nearby hill to search for water. Finding
none, she then runs across to another hill for the same purpose and ends up running
between ‘han seven times in her urgeni search. ‘These two hius are the hilts of al-Sara and

The legend of Abraham’s first journey to Mecca is recorded in the
sources in three forms, the most popular of which being attributed to
Abdallah lbn’Abbiss ‘. The sequence begins when Sarah’s jealousy For
Hagar following the birth of lshmaei causes Hagar to flee from her
. Abraham gives Hagar a water skin and then personally
20
mistress
brings her and lshmael to the desolate and rocky spot lhat would
become the future site of the holy Ka’ba. He leaves them in the shade
of a large tree and assures the worried Hagar that he is entrusting them
to God. Hagar is satisfied with these words, and as Abraham is leaving
to return to Syria. he recites Qu?an 14:31: 0 Lord!! have made some of
my offspring live in an uncultivated Wadi by Your Sacred house, in order.
o Lord that they establish regular prayer. So fill the hearts of some with
love toward them andfeed them with fruits so that they may give thanks,
An angel appears and assures Hagar that she and her child will not
perish, for the boy and his father will someday build the House of God
on the very spot in which Abraham left them”.
The version attributed to ‘Mi b. Abi Talib (d. 661 CE.) has little
consciousness ol’ Hagar and lshmael. It features Abraham journeying
to Mecca in response to God’s command to establish the sacred Ka’ba
. Abraham is provided a guide in the form of a supernatural
2
there’

ABRAHAM’S ORIGINAL JOURNEY TO MECCA
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‘3
The name and image most likely evolved out or the rabbinie notion ol the Sheichina
or “Divine Presence,, which is derived Irons the Hebrew root sb-k-n to dwell or abide
(God’s dwelling presence). The Hebrew meaning merged with the pure Arabic rooi .r-k-n
which denoirs quiet rest or tranquility (compare Qu?an 2:48 with Q. 9:26, 40; Q. 48:4.
etc.). but note the secondary Arabic meaning also of s-k-n: to abide in or inhabit a ptace.
Although the rabbinic notion of God’s divine presence dropped out as the image evolved
in its Arabian environment into the loon or an Arabian Jim.. its supernatural and
beneficient quality was reiained. tn alt our sources, the Sckino acts as a kind ot divinely
commissioned guide br Abraharts. Ci I. Golozitira, La narion de Ia Sokhw ekes It’s
mohomitatss. in Renie di. I’Histoire des Religions, 27 (1893). p. 296-308. Ci A. J. WEN
SINcE. The Jdena of the Westen. Setnites Concerning the Novel of the Earth, in Studies of
AL Weiss u-k, New York. igig, p. 60-65.
These lew renditions inctude the Safa-Marwa sa4uence outlined in note 2t above.
‘‘ Died in 772CC. Four renditions are given on his authority: AL-AZKAQt, 1,21, *t.
TAunt. Minor, 1,278-279; Canunenicwy. 1.548. and Ian KAmis, Conunenwry, I. 179.
One rnsdion is given on she authority of tim labaq IALAZRAOI. 1.2)-fl). and one on the
authorily or ai-Sadiq (AL-TASAISI. 1.470).
“
For al-Burãq, t K. PAm. art. Burdq, in El’. I. p. 13t0-t31 I.
“ As in ihe lbn ‘Abba, version.
See U. Koani, ‘Kaniflyva and ko’ls.i An Inquiry into the Arabia,, prr-lslwnir
liockgrowui of Oh, Thr&wn’ in Jenaalent Studies in Arahw and Islam, 13 (1990). p.8)112.

being referred to as the Sakina and described variously as a desert wind
sporting two heads or a gigantic floating snake with the head of a
cat”. In some renditions, a talking cloud specifies the exact measurements
for the Ka’ba by casting a shadow over its perimeter, or the Sakino
instructs him to build the Ka’ba precisely at the correct location. Hagar
and Ishmarl are mentioned in only a small number of renditions
.
24
The third version of the legend is given on the authority of Mujähid
(lbn Jabr al-Makhzumfl”. God or the angel Gabriel shows Abraham
the site of the Kiba, and lshmael and Hagar join him on his journey
there: They travel to Mecca on the supernatural steed, al-Buraq” with
Gabriel as their guide. Upon arrival in Mecca, they find only thorny
trees and rocks. Abraham thereupon leaves Hagar and lshmael at the
site of the future Ka’ba and recites Qur’an 14:3721.
The three versions synojmised here represent variations on the legendary
theme of Abraham journeying to Mecca in order to establish the site of
the holy KaTha, and in most renditions, also to establish his progeny in
Arabia. The base legend provides an ancient and sacred origin for the
holiness of Mecca and its sacred sites through the person of Abraham
and his direct relationship with God. Although Abraham may not have
been known necessarily by all pre-Islamic inhabitants of the Hijaz as a
monotheist, his stature as a holy man traveling from afar to Mecca for
the express purpose of founding its sanctuary seems to have been
widely known. Certainly among Jews and Christians as well as among
Arabian hanifs,’ Abraham was known as a zealous monotheist.
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“G. K. HAw-mlo. Tht Origins of the Mudtni Sw.cna,ry a’ Mecca in <lilA. JLivrflI..
Studies on the First Century of Islamic Society. Carbondale, lit.. 1982, p. 23; M. WATT.
Muhatnn.od. osrord, 1961, p.203-206 (herealter: W.rr, Mithonunod); A. Guiu.atna,
The Life of Mishwrar.od: A translation of 16415 Li&q, Siros Rand Allah, Ottlord, 1955.
p. 363-366, 615-617 (hereafter: Guinsuiaz, Life); A.i. Woa and i. iow,. art.
Ka’bo. in El’. p. 319-320.
“ See Qsxr’an 5:23; 21:34-36; 37:13-17; 30:1-15; .J. 14. Wan, Muhw,unajs Metro:
Hinoey in the Quran. Edinburgh, 198g. p.94-98. and Wan, Msthanvnod. plO-?
.
4
Si
FIxtsTona, Abrahoms Joswnty. p. 19-22.
‘ Ibid..
p. 16.

Abraham’s association with monotheism among a significant part of
the pre-Islamic Arabian population is of great importance to Islam
because of its history of violent opposition to pre-Islamic pagan
religious practice. It would be unseemly for Islam to adopt the very
pagan shrines that served as the ritual base for the practices it abhorred
unless these shrines were established as holy sites for worship of the
one God but were subsequently corrupted by the backsliding of the
Arabs prior to Muhammad. Muhammad claimed merely to purify the
sacred shrines from the abhorrent stains of paganism and restore them
to their original status’
. It is interesting to note that there is no record
9
of Arabian opposition to this particular tenet of Muhammad’s teaching.
despite opposition to a number of his other teachings’°. The legend
of Abraham founding the Ka’ba did not appear to invoke cultural
dissonance within the early Islamic indigenous Arabian community
because it was already familiar with iL The qur’anic portrayals of
Abraham in Mecca, the large corpus of narratives describing his
journey there given on the authority of three different traditionists. and
the general acceptance of Muhammad’s view of the history of the
Meccan sanctuary suggests that the association of Abraham with
Mecca was a cultural given of the pre-Islamic Hijaz.
All three versions of the legend incorporate motifs familiar to the
biblical rendition of the Abraham story along with motifs familiar to
pre-Islamic Arabia. The lbn ‘Abbas version, however, exhibits a greater
biblical and post-biblical Jewish influence while the ‘All and Mujahid
versions reflect more of the norms of pre-Islamic Arabia”. The lbn
‘Abbas version, for example, closely parallels the biblical rendition of
Genesis 21:9-21. Certain of its motifs also find direct parallels with
, while it contains no supernatural inter
1
post-biblical Jewish legends’
vention beyond what may be found in the biblical rendition of the
legend of Hagar and Ishmael. The ‘Ali and Mujahid versions, however.
appear to be unaware of the biblical story of Hagar and lshmacl aside
from their usc of the biblical names. These versions connect Abraham
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ibid.. p

t222f.
For a detailed study ol the evolunon of list Abraham legends into the fonni found
in the Islamic lauren, ‘a FInSTUPa.. Jup4rn,tr
At-Azanuj 25; AL.Bu.nAnt 4:375.377, 4:381-382; AL.TABARI. History, 281-262.
283.285, Cwnrnrniary t3:230, 13:231; •L.TAflksi 1:461; laN KATHtR. Cpmnwnhsry,
1:176, i:t17; flistorjc 223.

‘‘

The sequence of Abraham’s visits to lshmael in Mecca are attributed
to Abdallah lbn ‘Abbas in the Islamic sources”. This segment depicts
Abraham coming to Mecca to visit Ishmael in order to inspect his
Arabian legacy. Ishmael is not at home when Abraham arrives, but he
finds Ishmael’s wife who is rude and inhospitable. He asks her to
convey the obscure message to her husband that he must “change the
threshold of his housep. lshmael returns and senses that his father was
there. When he hears his father’s coded message, he understands its
htdden meaning and dutifully divorces his wife, subsequently marrying
again. Abraham returns after a period of time and again, lshmael is not
home. His new wife, however, is Friendly and hospitable to Abraham:
Abraham calls God’s blessing on their home and asks that she convey
to her husband that c’the threshold is soundu. lshmael returns and
again senses hs father’s presence. When his new wife conveys Abraham’s
new coded message, lshmael again understands and replies that she is
the threshold.
The seventeen renditions of this sequence exhibit a high degree of
narrative consistency. Their attribution to a single source in the person
of Ibn Abbas, however, suggests that this narrative was not as widely

ABRAHAM VISITS ISHMAEL IN MECCA

directly to ihe pre-Islamic Ka’ba through the use of key supernatural
motifs inding parallels in indigenous Arabian lore”. Abraham is
known to them as a pious leader who obeys his God, but little more
about him is apparent from these versions of the foundation sLory of
the Meccuri sanctuary.
Whatever their likely origins and paths of evolution”, (he dozens
of renditions of Abraham’s journey to Mecca fit neatly into three
consisteni versions. Each version represents a coherent rendering of a
popular legend that was told and retold time and Lime again in the
Arabia of early Islam. The popularity, consistency, and coherence of
thc Abrahumic foundation legend of Mecca strongly suggests that it
reflects patterns of thinking and mythic associations that were prevalent
in the region during the pre-Islamic period as well.
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A.aon, Ssuthe, in Arabic Literary Papyri II: Qur’anir Consnwrnary ptd

-

Genesis 93 (Vayen) 1:424-423; Pak,sisuw, To,gaan , Genesis 2t:21.
“Sa B. Haag., M.thanvnedw,uches und Anti.mdianwiedanisrkn is, den Puke Rabbi
Fiji-sn. in Monatnchnft use die Geschwbie iss,d Wissensebafi des Judeniw,u, 25 (19251.
p. 47.54; J. HrsNnwiN, Aqqaikr ..Toidoteyhen, Jenikm, 1974. p t89ff.; A. Scmszu.,..
Abrak&,,s I’enn so Ishiriael the Jewish O,igth and Orientation, (Htbitw) in Ta,bi. 49
(1910). p. 323-345.
Snusssaw. p340-345 (see above ii. 38).
“ Siatcen tcnditions of this version an tocaled in AL.AZZnqt 23-26. AL’BtJICHARI
4:377-37t 361: AL-TAEARi, History, 263-286; Co.nnwn,arv. 1:530-351. l3:23t; AL.TAIAIISI
t;469; IaN Kwnjtn, Commentary, I:177-t78; History. 226-227; AL-IIANSALI 38-39.

grad,iion, Chicago, 1967. p. 8-9 (hettaftei: Anon. Sn4ks).
“ Pukey tRabbi Skin, 30(68.-b); SeIn Ha Yasha,. Vayen, 33-57; YaIqw Shim’oni,

‘

Like the sequence of Abraham’s first journey to Mecca, the legend of
his building the Ka’ba is Found repeatedly in the sources and each of its
three basic forms is attributed to a separate early authority. The Ibn
‘Abbas version serves as a continuation of the tale of Abraham’s
original journey to Mecca and his subsequent visits to lshmael°.
On Abraham’s third visit to Ishmael, he finds his son trimming
arrows near the well of Zamzam. After greeting each other, Abraham
informs lshmael that God has given the command to build God’s
House. Abraham points to its proper location on a small rise nearby.
and they both begin to build. lshmael hands Abraham the stones and

BUILDING ThE KA’BA

known as traditions deriving from several sources. Moreover, the
attributed authority for the narrative, lbn’Abbas, was a highly respected
early authority and commentator on the Qur’an but is aLso known to
have collected many traditions from Arabian Jews and Christians’
.
6
Indeed, of all segments of the legend of Abraham in Syria and Arabia,
his visits to lshmael draw the closest parallel with Jewish sources”.
This fact has been observed previously by scholars of Judaism and
Islam and has sparked ongoing discussion regarding its origin and
iniluence”. If this narrative sequence entered Islam from Jewish sources
through lbn Abbas or another early Muslim authority as has been
suggested, then its pre’lslamic environment would havc been limited to
the Jewish population and would not have been a common trait of pre
Islamic Arabian culture. Its form, content, and attribution, the nature
and accuracy of its parallels with Jewish renditions, and the particular
exegetical role of the renditions located in Jewish sources’
9 suggest that
this segment entered into the pool of oral and subsequently written
tradition after the bcginning of Islam.
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lixtaruNi. Journeis. p. 111-87.
The question derives from Qur’an 3961: The first house appointed (or hUWWtICIIId
ito. thur a, liaL&u. lull of blessing and gu,riunse ford!.
There arc clear uRn.! In ii, fanning
Ihr.I/ rh, Aluqdni Thrdhinl

Cn,mrngur.,

On the Maqdm lhrahin,, see Mi. Knits. Muqdni Ibrahim: A Stone with us,
fn’rrtpium. In Li Masiun. 84 (1971), p. 477.491, and ci 0. Hswnno. The Origins of the
Muslini Su.wrvarr or Mecca, in C. HA. iuvneou. led.), Sliidws an the Firs, Century of
l,lontt, Snr,rjs, Carbondale. Ill.. 39*2. p. 40.41.
Siateen renditions of Ihis version are located in At..AZRAQ1 27.29; AL-TABARI.
llo,orr, 273.277; Cnn,mrnrart-, 1:348-549. 351. 533; *L-TIts’L.at 87-88; tsn KATHIR.

Abraham puts them in place. As the sidcs of the building grow too high
to reach, Ishmacl brings Abraham a large rock upon which he stands.
That is the Station of Abraham (Maqam Ihrohim)’
. As they continue.
1
they recite Qur’an 2:127: Our lord, accept [this) from us,for you are the
all-hearing. the all-knowing.
The version attributed to’AIi b. Abi Talib is likewise connected to the
earlier sequence of Abraham’s original journey to Mecca’
, The ‘Ali
2
version is organized in the sources in one of two different loci: around
Abraham’s original journey to Mecca or around his building the lCa’ba,
both aspects of which are included in the narrative. Unlike the lbn
‘Abbas version. the ‘All version portrays Abraham journeying to Mecca
one time only for the explicit purpose of building the Ka’ba. He brings
[lagar and lshmael with him in only a few renditions of the narrative
and lshmael never assists his father in the building’
. A supernatural
1
guide always shows him the proper location. This guide is either the
SaUna or a talking cloud which marks oil’ the correct site of the Ka’ba
by casting a shadow over its exact dimensions.
The ‘Ali version exhibits a greater variety of tellings of building the
K&ba than the lbn ‘Abbas version. In one series, the narrator (‘Alt)
begins the narrative in response to a question whether the Ka’ba was
the first dwelling place on earth’
. He answers that it was not the first
4
house, but was the first with the blessing of the Maqãm lbnihim, ‘Au
continues by relating the narrative: God commanded Abraham to build
Him a House, but Abraham was anxious because he did not know
where to build it. To remedy this, God sent him the SaUna, a gale wind
with two heads, which leads him to Mecca. The Sakina marked oil’ the
exact site, and Abraham is told by God to build it there, As Abraham
is completing the structuTe and one stone remains, he asks Ishmael who
is playing nearby to find a stone- When lshmael returns, he finds
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lstniil b. ‘AM ai-RahmIn b. Abi Karima at.Hi,himi at-Soddi(d. 744) was a native
of the Hijar and a well-known Qur’an commentator. He is credited with a commentary
that included tegendary material such as reproduced here, but which is no longer eatant
(AL-DAwuot 1:1 10: Anon. Studies. p. 93. 993.
‘ See Qur’an 1:123:
We rnfrsãmed upon Ahroitwn and Isi-unoel to punfy m’ house
Ssa reference, of the Suddi venion are found in AL-TABARI, Canmnwnrary, 1:550, 17:143;
llisiart. 276; AL-TAsaItsI 4S7: tan KATtIt., flmsmeniaer. 1:178-179; History. 245-246.

foundations.

(Gauderroy.Demombynes. 41(1.; GutLs..ustE. Life. p. 84-87: A.J. Wr,.stnc,. art. Ka’ba,
in El’. t’.’. p.)t7. 321 (I’.).
For an English translation 0
r this and the rollowiag. see FtanToNs, .Joarnetts. p.
3.
8
‘
Surad. This is smalt bird of prey which is native 10 the Arabian Nejd region and
has been seen as having supernatural properties (Ibid.. p.214 note 29;.
A numtrr or legends describe the originat Ka’ba on earth which was eatablisised by
Adam under (he easel location of God’s elernal throne. Just as God’s Ihrooe was
rircumambulateti daily by thousands or angels, the earthly Kaba was to be circum
ambulated on earth. But when the Noahide nood destroyed the world, this Ka’ba was
raised up to heaven and the Black stone protected in the heart or (he nearby Mecean
mountain known as Abu Qubay, (AL-AzatAul t-20; len Ss’o 33W: AL-TAflal. History.
13011.; n-’fl,s’t.&aI *311., dci. This Iqend seems to be in conThct with the legend
assuming Abraham to have built the Ka’ba. Some or the Abrahansic venions therefore
equivocate by assuming thai Abraham merely rebuilt the Ka’ba on the onginal Adamic

“
Al-lwjar ol-oswat This is a stone or probable meteoric origin which is one or the
rocal points of the Pilgrimage in Mesia itself and is rejarded as extremely sacred

Abraham mounling the Black Stone”. Gabriel had brought
it to
Abraham from heaven’
.
6
In a second series. Abraham is commanded to build the Ka’ba,
and
comes to Mecca with Hagar and lshmael. When they reach
Mecca,
Abraham sees a cloud which speaks to him and tells him to build
the
Ka’ba on the limits of its shadow. After completing the building,
Abraham leaves Hagar and lshmael in Mecca. in the third series,
Abraham comes to Mecca from Armenia with the SaUna as his guide
and in the company of Gabriel and a small bird”. When they arrive in
Mecca, the Sukinu marks off the dimensions like a spider spinning
a
web. In the course of building, the foundations of an earlier structure
arc exposed”. All three co-variants of the ‘Ali version exhibit the
common elements of a supernatural guide, of Abraham building the
K&ba on his first journey 10 Mecca which was undertaken expressly for
that purpose, and of Abraham building the Ka’ba alone.
In the version attribulcd to al-Suddi’
, God commands Abraham
9
and lshmael to either build or purify the Ka’ba’°. Abraham goes to
Mecca, and he and lshmael take pick axes but do not know where to
dig the foundations. God sends an unnamed gale wind with two wings
and a snake’s head, which sweeps around the Ka’ba for them and lays
bare the foundations of the first House. Abraham and lshmael then dig
with their tools until they establish the foundations, as in Qtar’an 22:26
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“ A siudy or the onomassics of Arabia suggests that (he figure of Ishmati betame a
cultural given in the peninsula only alter the propagaLion of Islam under Muhammad
tR DAG4IRN, I_u (in,, d’tmiuei dapri.i l’(5i4,m.LiUqisf ci to trudilio., arabn. Paris. 1981.
chapter I. throughout. aiJ esp. p. 317). Tb’s is further strengthened by studies of the
qur’-antc portrayals of tshinael. which support the view that lshznael’s genealogical
rtiationshtp wtfrs Abraham was unknown until the Medinan peewd (It. ParT. act.
Izn,uit in LI’, iv, p. I 84-i 85).
‘‘
One series is indeed prefaced with an allusion In a Qur’an vene. but this is ciea,Iy
an editorial addition that was not part ot the original narrative. For the full text, see
i-iarsTiiNi, Jftu’flrl-a
p. 83

Behold! We gaie the site of the house to Abraham. When they reach Lhe
corner in which (he Black Stone is to be set, lshmael searches for a
good stone but Abraham is not satisfied with his choice and sends him
back to search again. While Ishmaci is absent, Gabriel brings the Black
Stone from India. It was originally pureJy white but was blackened
from the sins of humanity or the touch of menstruating women.
lshmael returns and they both complete the building as they recite
Qur’an 2:127 0 Lord, accept fehis) from us.for you are the all-hearing,
the all-knowing.
The basic legend of Abraham building the Ka’ba occurs quite often in
the sources and is attributed consistently to three well-known authorities
in three separate versions. Despite the lack of agreement about a
number of minor details, however, virtually all renditions of the legend
contain the same basic motifs. Abraham is commanded by God to
build God’s House. He is brought to Mecca in order to do that. He is
given divine guidance about the exact location and dimensions of the
shrine. He succeeds in building the holy Ka’ba.
Each of the three versions of the legend has its own approach and
agenda that may be partially revealed through analysis. The lbn ‘Abbas
version, for example, is careful to portray Abraham building the Ka’ba
only after lshmael is a grown man and is able to assist him, as in
Qur’an Z:
?a. It also provides an etiology for the stone shrine next to
12
the Ka’ba known as the Maqdni Ibrahim, and it links the entire
narrative to the Qur’an through the quotation of Qur’an 2:12Th. The
‘Ali version, on the other hand, seems to hearken back to a highly
indigenous pre-Islamic association in its emphasis on beneficient
demons guiding the holy man Abraham through the desert to the
sacred site. Its failure to mention lshmael in some renditions and his
strikingly peripheral role in all others supports the suggestion that pre
Islamic Arabia had no knowledge of lshmael”. I-fe is never portrayed
as actually engaged in the building of the Kaba. In addition to this
contradiction to Qur’an 2127, it must be noted that the Qur’an is never
quoted in any of the Ali renditions’
. The ‘Ali version’s association
1
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one of the stations of pilgrimage, and today two prostrations are made at a stone known
as the Station of Abraham after performing the circumambulations of the Ka’ba.

“

The Mew,ing of the Gtoru.us Q..ran. Cairo. 1934. ta 857.
Cl. Qur’an 2:158, 189, 196-203; 3:95-99; 5:2-3; 5:98.100; 9:3, I9 22:26.33. Qur’an
3:95.99 mentions as one of God’s signs lutiSt AtteSt) an object or tocation tefentd to as the
Station of Abraham (Megan, Thrahirn). This is understood in eaegetieal comments to be

The Qur’an refers to the Pilgrimage in a number of other loci which
will be examined below, but aside from this citation and the fact that
a stone monument within the Sacred Precinct is referred to as the
Station of Abraham. the Qur’an does not connect Abraham directly
with the Pilgrimage
. This in itself is not particularly significant
54

Abraham’s association with the holy sites in Mecca can now be
compared with his association with the Pilgrimage, one of the five most
basic requirements of Islam known as the Five Pillars (al-arkan al
khamso). The Qur’an connects Abraham intimately to the Pilgrimage in
22:26-27, translated by Yusuf Ali” as follows:
Behold! We gave the site. to Abraham, of the (Sacred) House.
(saying): urAssociate not anything (in worship) wish Me; and
sanctify My House for those who compass it round. Or stand up.
Or bow, or prostrate themselves (therein in prayer).
wAnd proclaim the Pilgrimage among men: they will come to thee
on foot and (mounted) on every kind of camel, lean on account of
journeys through deep and distant mountain highways”.

a

with the Black Stone (which itself hearkens back to pagan ritual and is
never mentioned in the Qur’an), its reliance on the guidance of super
natural creatures, and its innocent disregard for the relevant verses of
the Qur’an all point to a pre-Islamic association of Abraham with the
founding of the holy Ka’ba in Mecca.
To summarize thus far, the legend of Abraham establishing the site
of God’s House and his subsequent (or simultaneous) building of the
holy Ka’ba represents mythic associations reflecting cultural aspects of
the pre-Islamic Hijaz. The base legend continued to evolve in oral form
under the influence of Islam; some versions exhibit influence from the
revelation of the Qur’an itself. Throughout all this, it retained an early
meaning that was in agreement with the Islamic view of Mecca’s origins
found in the Qur’an and the tradition literature. The popularity of the
narratives, the consistency and coherence of the Abrahamic foundation
legend, and various particulars of the renditions suggest that they
reflect patterns of thinking that were prevalent in the region during the
pre-lslamic period.
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itic S,tadie,. 27
119112). p. 2551 (hereafter: Rostra, The
Great Pilgrimage). See also Ibis t,lsaq
s Sira, which
mentions a variciy of praclice, (GuiLlAuNc
49ff.
Ltn-.
p.
.
117.
sior.
, etc.); AI.BOLt4ARI.
2:453. 459. etc.
Rt’st.a. The Great Pdgr
“
amage. 1
p.243.24 When Samura b. Jund
.
ab is attributed
with the report that Jews and Chnstian
s made the huji at the saint time
. he was probably
referring ‘0 the Arabization or the Nort
hwest Sensilic word hag, a cognate wilh
hug which refers in Hebrew to the
the Arabic
Jewish festivals of Sukkot, Passover
, and Shav&ot
which were. inodentatly. pilgrimag
e restivais when the Temple in Jerus
alem was standing.
The pre.tstamic pilgrimage perio
d may have taken place in the fall
corresponding to
Sukkut or. more likely, tn the sprin corre
g
sponding to Passover and Easter
(ibid.. p. 244’
2461 Other evidence supporting Jewish
or Christian connection to the holy
site, tints in
the repeated tradition that pictures orAb
rahans and(or Jesus and Mary hung
in the Kaba
(A I wi raSttK and 3. losing, art. Kuis
a. in El’. p. 320).

because qur’anic references to pilgrimag
e are few, are scaLtered
in a
varieLy of contexts, and were never inten
ded to provide a grounding
in
sacred history or serve as a prescripti
on for its proper ritual. Qur’
an
22:26-27 and the references to the
Station of Abraham would therefore
appear to support Abraham’s associati
on with the Pilgrimage.
Pilgrimage 10 the sacred sites in ihe
vicinity of Mecca was a fact of
life in pre-Islamic Arabia”. It was intim
ately connected to the political
stability, social structure, and economy
of the region as well as its religious
expression, and it can be safely assu
med that virtually everyone was in
some way connected to it. Pie-Islamic
pilgrimage, however, appears not
to have been standardized among the Ara
bs of the Flijaz. Various tribal
groups and conlederalions observed
different ritual acts and visited
different shrines in the areas, even to
the extent that they disputed with
one another occasionally over the
proper ritual”. It is possible that
even Jews and Christians associated them
selves with Ihe pilgrimages Lo
some extent”.
Qur’anic reference to pilgrimage assu
mes its audience to have been
familiar with the various practices inco
rporated within it. Although the
Qur’an slates unequivocally in a num
ber of places that pilgrimage is
required (eg. 2:196, 3:97, 22:27).
iL never prescribes iLs rites in any
systematic fashion, despite even the nam
e (hat came to be applied to
Sura 22: Sural al-Ira/i. Some of (he
qur’anic references appear to have
been revealed in response to questio
ns regarding certain ritual acts of
the Pilgrimage practiced during the
latter period of Muhammad’s life.
These questions, in turn, reflect the varie
ty of ritual practiced during
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Early exegesis assumed thai the
revelation or this vent wa,
who would not perform this act
in ,poiuc to those
because of its association with
pre.lslamic polytheism
(M. Avoua. The Qiar’o.r, and its
Interpreters. Albany. 1984.
Qur’totl).
p. 1761 Ihereafter: Avous,
“ Moos, Qar’ws,
199p.
200.
“
A great deai or interpretation of
she meaning of all or these verse
the exegetical literature. but the
s can be round in
list which follows here attempts
specifically to derive on)y
the plainest meaning or Lhe qu?a
nic tear. to some eases, thr plain
meaning of the text is so
obscure without assuming
some knowledge of current or peeIslamic practice that
generally apted assumptions have
been applied in the summary give
n here.
“ Pilgrims enter into
a slate of ritual consecration (4snInT)
before entering into the
sacred areas to perform the Hajj
ritual.
•‘ Those livin
g within she Sacred Prec.nct wou
ld presumably endure unre
hardship if they were bound
asonable
by this requirement.
° Ifada
is a technical term describing the
man
ner
in whtch pilgrims
locations wilhin the ritual cycle
or Pilgrimage. It is sometimes trans move rrom certain
lated as “pouring
forthu. and refers to the bruit walk
or
large
a
grou
p or people moving in unison.
•‘ A rotk
.tymolo is often given in the exeg
etical literature associating
wish various location, in the Pilgr
Abraham
image cycle. ‘Arala ta explained
through a homily on the
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that period. Qur’an 2:15
g. for example, allows [or
moving back and
forLh between the two Mec
can hills of al-Safa and al-M
arwa during
Ihe Pilgrimage ritual as if
answering a question among
those who
questioned Ihe propriety
of the 8
ritual’ Qur’an 2:189 relat
.
es to Ihe
proper time for making the
Pilgrimage and again, presumes
a difference
of opinion regarding pre-I
slamic custom and the Islam
ic pilgrimage
ritual as it was evolving durin
g the lifetime of Muhammad
”. By taking
Lhe plain meaning of the Qur’
an verses referring directly to
Pilgrimage,
we would learn the following
basic 0
information’
.
2:158 Al-Saks and al-Marwa
are to be included among the
isymbols
of God,’ (sliatflr Allah). They
may be circumanibulated by
who
mever
performs the Ft ajj
or the ‘llmra pilgrimages.
2:189 The time for the Pilgr
image is determined by the
moon. One
should enter one’s dwellings
by the door (when in a stat
e of ritual
consecration for the Pilgrimage)
rather than by other means.
2:196 One should complete
the Hajj and ‘Umra, but if (ha
t is not
possible, one should send a
sacrifice and remain in a stat
e of ritual
cOnSecration until it is recei
’
0
ved. Whoever leaves the state
of ritual
consecration of the ‘timra par
t of the pilgrimage before ente
ring it
again for the Hajj must provide
a sacrifice or fast unless they
ILVC in the
Sacred Precinct of Mecca”.
2:197 Whoever engages in the Pilgr
image must refrain from quarnli
ng
and sexual activity of any kind
. Provisions for the journey
[to the
sacred sites) should be taken
along.
2:198 The Thda from ‘Arafa”
is part of the Hajj ritu
al, but when
pouring forth from ‘Arafa”
. God’s name should be invoked
at the
Sacred Monument (al-Mash’ar al-Is
aram).
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rool t,.f meaning to atnow,. tSce AL-Aza.ui 1:33: AL-YAQUET 25; AL-TASAm.
C,—n’rn-n,ar.’, 1:354; Ai.’TAP&aii 2:ltO; IbM KATIIIR. C.inunenvary. 1:154. dc). The
praclia of providing etymologies For pbccnames and personal names is an editorial
pnclitt which atlanpls In derive maning From a name the original signiftcancr or which
has been lost,

2:203 God’s name should be invoked at the proper time.
3:97 one of the clear signs (ayas bayyindi) in Mecca is the Station
or Abraham, Pilgrimage to Lhe Ka’ba is a requirement for those who
are able.
3:98 The People of the Soak do not agree with us about God’s
osignsn (a)’ä, Allah).
5:2 Hunted animals are forbidden as food, while one is in a state of
ritual consecration.
5:3 God’s symbols (sha’a’ir Allah) and the sacred months should
nut be profaned, nor should the sacrificial offering (al-hadya) nor the
practice of placing garlands on the animals destined to be ritual
sacrifices (al-qala’id), nor the Faithful of the Sacred House (amin al-bays
al.hurãm). Hunting is allowed when one is not in a slate of ritual
cOnsecration.
5:98 One who is in a state of ritual consecration may not kill
hunted food, One may, however, be absolved from sin for doing so by
bringing an acceptable offering to the Ka’ba, giving food to the poor,
or fasting.
5:99 Hunted food from the sea is permitted while in a state of ritual
consecration but not hunted food from land.
5:100 God has made the Ka’ba, the Sacred House, a symbolic pillar
(qiydm) For humanity, and also the sacred months and the sacrifice (a!
hodya).
9:3-4 From the day of the Great Pilgrimage (al-haj al-akbar), God
and His apostle are free from any obligations to non-Muslims except
those with which they have a prior pact.
9:19 True religious conviction is more important than giving water
to pilgrims and maintaining the Sacred Mosque.
22:26 God’s House should be purified for those engaged in its
circumambujation or prostrating or standing before it un ritual obser
vance).
22:27 The Pilgrimage is proclaimed for all humanity, which will
come from all over the world to engage in it.

stations.

2:199 The yada should lake place where it was done traditionaBy.
2:200 God’s name should be invoked upon completion of the ritual
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These two down references in five chapters treat the circuanambulation
of the Ka’ba, the movement between the hills of al-SaFa and al-Marwa,
entering and exiting the state of ritual consecration For the rites, some
of the requirements for being in that state, the pouring out (j/ñda) from
‘Arafa, the making of animal sacrifice, and a Few other details. The
qur’anic references to Pilgrimage nevertheLess lack many of the basics
and most of the details of both current practice and what we know of
pre-Islamic practice. The Qur’an omits such basic components as the
Halting Ritual (wuquJ) at ‘Arafa or even the mention of Mina and its
ritual stations. The Qur’an clearly does not intend to give definitive
instructions regarding the ritual requirements and exceptions, but what
information is provided is brought forth without mention of Abraham
or any other historical or legendary characters.
As would be expected, however, the exegetical literature tends to fill
in the many gaps in the qur’anic references. Some reports attributed to
early authorities provide occasions for the various qur’anic revelations
to Muhammad, many of which are connected to issues of Pilgrimage
practice. Others explain the meaning of technical terms or ritual
references in a way that gives practical details for making what came to
be considered an acceptable Pilgrimage. Many also reveal the intent
among the exegetes to anchor what had evolved into current trends of
ritual practice to the text of scripture.
As with the exegetical literature treating Abraham’s association with
Mecca, various genres of exegesis supply a pool of traditional reports
describing both Abraham’s call to the Pilgrimage (as in Qur’an 22:26-27)
and his own quintessential Pilgrimage which, in many narratives,
immediately followed. These reports are found in Formal Qur’an
exegesis (Tafrir). the universal histories (Tarrnh), and the hagiographic
4 al-wrhii’d’). The same sources which provide narratives
collections (Q4a

22:28 God’s name should be invoked over meal permitted to be
eaten during the prescribed days. One may eat of it. but must also Iced
the poor with it.
22:29 The proper rites (rafazhaiawn) should be performed, vows
perfonned, and the ancient House circumambulated.
22:30 Whoever honors God’s sacred [Pilgrimage?] ceremonies
(hurumaz Allah) will prosper. Permitted meat is allowed, except for
whal is specifically forbidden,
22:32-33 Truly honoring God’s symbols (sha’a’ir Allah) is personally
beneficial. These are in reference to (he ancient House (Thwnnia
mahilluha ila al-bays al-atiq).
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“ This
number caciudes commcnis by the ciegetes themselves or reports whose
intentions were to cianry specific points of gnmmar, meanings of words, etc. This
numbe, corresponds roughly with the rorty
renditions of Abraham’s iransler 10 Meets
and forty-iwo renditions of his building the Kaba.
“ AL-TAn,!, History. 286-287; Cornawniary, l7:t44-145;
AL-TAnRS! 4:97. The only
report providing an aecount of Ins own Pilgnnugc ii From uN K.ml.. Commentary
.
1:184 [iv. Q. 2:1281).
“ Thus is mentioned specihcally in four reports prnvided
by at.Tabati (History, 2R6287. and Commentary, 17:144).
‘
The talbiyo is a ritual statement or intent invoked throughout the Pilgrimage from
the moment of assuming the stair of ritual consecration (ibrdm). Various versions
of the
statement beginning with labbaj-ka Allahumma kbboyka were wed in both the pee-Islamic
and Islamic p.ignmagt (A. 5. TiltraN. Now, , Rrligtsni in Early Arabia, in U Musêon.
72 119591. p. 193-193: NA. Faa. The Book of idols. &ing a T’wislaiionfr
om liw Arabic
of siw Lao?, al-Asnan, by HisJwn, lbs,-A(.KoJbi Prinetton, 1952.
p.S and note 16:
Al. J. KLSTIR. Lssbbayka. Allalmmmo Labba ha...: On a Moswtheirgw
AcI of a Jahiliyya
Procure. in Jenaa?en, SEwS,, in Arabic and Islam, 2 l1980i. p. 33-37; 4.i. WEns,NCL,
all.
Talb,ya, in First Ençj’rlop,dia of isiwn, IV. p. 640).

Of the reports attributed to lbn Abbas, all but one are brief (three or
four lines) and relate only to Abraham’s call for the Pilgrimage°. In
these traditions. Abraham is commanded to call humanity to the
Pilgrimage after he had laid the foundations of the Ka’ba°’. Abraham
begins his call or stands upon the stone (at-lia,fr), upon the Station (a!
Muqani). or climbs up nearby Mt. Abu Qubays. The content of his call
varies from “Did your Lord not take a House and command you to
make the Pilgrimage to it?’ to aO people, the Pilgrimage is prescribed
for you!” or “0 people, return to your Lord!,, In response, humanity
answered with the liturgical statement recited throughout the sequence
of the Pilgrimage ritual and known as the iathiya°’. in some renditions,

ASRAHAM CALLS HUMANITY m THE PILGRIMAGE

abouL Abraham’s journeys to Mecca and his connection tO its religious
shrines often include reporLs describing Abraham’s association with the
Pilgrimage.
All reports in the sample relating to the topic were recorded, analyzed,
and compared with one another and with the reports relating to
Abrdhain’s transler to Mecca and building its religious shrines. A total of
thirty-six reports were identified and recorded
. Of this total, twenty-two
3
treat only Abraham’s original proclamation of the Pilgrimage, eight
treat only Abraham’s first and quintessential Pilgrimage, and six treat
both. Eleven reports are attributed to Ibn Abbas, six to Mujahid, and
the rcmatnder to a variety of authorities or appear without attribution,
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KATht.. Commentary, 1:183-4 (iv.

AL.TAa.ai, History, 287; Commentary. 17:144-143 tCr. AL-AmQI 1:34). Only tiN
Q, 2:128) describes Abrahams Pilgrimage.
With theexecption of .s.-Azaxq( 1:33-34. CI. ISNS.0 I:39-40;AL.TAanLHurorr.
287; Commentary, 1:334. 17:144-143; AL-QuInt! 2:83; AL-THA’L.at 88-89; At-KtSAl 143;
tiN 41.-Arull to?; Ian K.nd., Contnwrnary, t:383,

even inanimate objects such as stones, trees and the dust of the earth
joined in with the liturgical response. In a few renditions. Abraham
voices his concern that his call will not reach all of humanity, but God
assures Abraham that He will ensure that the message is heard by all.
And indeed, even those not yet born heard the call, assuming all of
humanity throughout all time to be formally apprised of the obligation
to perform the Pilgrimage.
Five of the six reports attributed to Mujahid also describe Abraham’s
call for the Pilgrimage”. Even shorter than the lbn Abbas renditions
(two or three lines), two place him upon the Station (a!-Maqãni) and
two give the actual words of his call as the tatbiya.
The other references to Abraham’s call in the sources are also usually
quite brief’
. In some renditions, Abraham calls to the four directions
0
of the compass. In the Shi’ite works of al-Ya’qQbi and al-Qummi,
Abraham stands on the Maqam which is miraculously raised up higher
than the mountains so that his voice could reach all of humanity.
Abraham is also portrayed as standing on a!-rukn of the Ka’ba or upon
Mt. Thabir, a few miles to the northeast of Mecca and adjacent to the
plain of Mina; Despite the noteworthy brevity of virtually all renditions
of this theme, the various renditions of Abraham’s call to humanity
display a great deal of diversity in where Abraham stands, in the
specific message of his call, and in the specifics regarding the response
to his call. The only consistent motif in this series of reports is the
tathiva, usually a response to Abraham’s original proclamation, which
is found in eighteen of the twenty-eight reports describing Abraham’s
call to the Pilgrimage.
The textual inconsistency in these reports is striking. No two are
alike, even though many are ascribed to the same authoritative source.
The great variety suggests that they do not represent a coherent
tradition, but rather evolved as exegetical responses to the reading of
Qur’an 22:27 in which Abraham is instructed to call all humanity to the
Pilgrimage. Each report fills out the qur’anic reference by describing
how Abraham fulfilled God’s command to him, The only consistent
motif in the entire field of reports is the tatbiya, the liturgical response
recited in the pre-Islamic pilgrimage to the holy sites in the Vicinity of
Mecca, The incorporation of the ialbiya in these reports ensured this
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AL-Aznui 33.3k ALYKOUB1 23-26; AL-TAint, HIsuwy. :217-289; Casnnseniary.
1.533.334 ALQUI4M1 1:62; AL.THilLASI 88 AL.TAI.ARSi 1:471472, 474; AL’KISAi 143;
lie. At-ATHIR 107; leN KATHtK 1:183.1114.
Yawn. al.tcirwiyo. Since early in the Islamic period. this day corresponds with the
eighth day or the I,tamic n,unth. dhü aI.hyja. For an English summary of the current
Pilgnmage sequence. see A. KAMAL. The SarredJna,nej’. New York. 1961. or G.E. VON
(iItttNLaA,,u. Muhan.nuidan Fe,si raIs. New York. 1931.

The fourteen reports describing Abraham’s original Pilgrimage”
also exhibit a wide variance in their characterization of his ads, The
thrust of the portrayals, however, is consistent with what has come to
represent acceptable options for Muslims performing the Pilgrimage.
Most renditions begin with the Hajj proper, beginning with the Day of
Watering”. Some, however, have Abraham commence with circum
ambulating the House, corresponding to the tawof al-qudum, and his
doing the urunningo ritual (sa’y) between al-Sa[a and al-Marwa.
Though not required, the performance of the circumambulations and
the Sofa and Marwa sequence represents the proper procedure today
[or those whose intentions are to perform the ritual of both the Hajj
and the ‘lJmra, a type of Pilgrimage sequence known as aafi qithn
A majority of reports in the sample portray Abraham leaving Mecca
for Mina on the Day of Watering (yawm at-wswiya). where he prays
the four required prayers: ai-diiuhr, aI-’04r. al-maghrth and al-’isha’.
Alter spending the night in Mina, he prays the morning prayer (aI-fajr
or al-suM).
He then leaves for ‘Arafa, where he stays until sunset. In some
renditions he combines the two prayers, al-dhuhr and a!- ‘o,sr. and
engages in the required halting rite (al-wuquf) at ‘Arafa. After sunset he
moves onward to al-Muadalifa. In some renditions he combines the two
prayers. ul-maghrih and al-’isha’ at al-Muzdalifa as is expected today,
and in some he engages in a second halting (wuquf) also expected today
on the morning of the 10th of the month.

ABRAHAM’S QUINTESSENTIAL

important liLtirgical proclamation a place in the Islamic Pilgrimage by
providing an acceptable origin in the worth of the prophet Abraham or
in the response to his primordial call. The decided lack of consistency
among the reports, even among those attributed to the same sources,
suggests that they do not reflect a coherent early or pie-Islamic
tradition associating Abraham with the call to Pilgrimage.
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“ AL-AzaAtjt
(Ibn lihaq) AL-YdQtJat; uN Kxmt. 1:183-3 (Mujahid), 1:184 (tbn
‘Ab baa I.
“ Ai.Y*’tUat 23. This aspect, like much of aI-Vaqubra mateñal on Abraham.
reflects an association with biblical motifs, where Abraham is depicted as a founder of
religious shrine, (CI. Genesis 12:7; 13:4, 13:18; 21:33).

Ut then relurns to Mina from al-Muzdati[a and performs the lapida
tion or stone throwing ritual. In some renditions, he then oilers a
sacrifice and shaves.
Some renditions then depict his return to Mecca where he performs
another set of circumambulations, corresponding to what has come to
be known as the :awaf al-ifada or çawflf al-ziya’. A few reports then
portray his return to Mina a third time, where he ncompleted his
Pilgrimage...
This basic ritual sequence is fully in keeping with the acceptable
Pilgrimage ritual today. It raises no questions regarding the proper
expectations for an acceptable Pilgrimage according to the four surviving
schools of Islamic law and custom. When examining individual renderings
of Abraham’s Pilgrimage, however, and comparing them to one another
as well as to the ritual requirements given by the major schools of
Islamic law, one is struck by the fact that Abraham’s actions in the
various portrayals are far from consistent. The sum of all the renditions
is consistent with what has become normative Islamic practice, but the
individual portrayals exhibit a surprising variety.
Eight reports begin Abraham’s Pilgrimage sequence on the Day of
Watering, where he goes to Mina and spends the night before proceeding
to ‘Arafa the following day. Six reports, however, omit the overnight
stop at Mina entirely. Three begin the Pilgrimage with the early
circumambulation of the Ka’ba, and two of these proceed directly from
there to the running ritual (al-so)’) and then to Arafa. Two others
begin with the running ritual without his circumambulating the Ka’ba,
and continue with a visit to Mina where Abraham is confronted by
Satan and throws stones at him before proceeding to ‘Arafa.
All but two fragmentary renditions include mention of ‘Arafa, where
the halting ritual (a!-wuquj), the central ritual of the Islamic Pilgrimage
takes place. Six of these reports, however, do not refer in any way to
the halting rilual. Four of these six are more interested in providing an
etymological explanation for the name, ‘Arafa based on the verb to
know,. (-r-fl”. Six renditions report that Abraham combined the dJ.ur
and an prayers at Arafa (as is done today). One narrative mentions
that Abraham built a place of prayer (snasfad) in ‘Arafa upon his arrival
there, where he performed his prayes,
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renditions, spends the night in four, and then prays the morning prayer
referred to as ghadU in three renditions. He performs the halting ritual
in -aI-Muzdalifa in four reports, three of them taking place at Quzah
and one at Jam’
Seven renditions then bring him back to Mina where he performs
the tapidation, and live include him giving a sacrifice and shaving.
A number of reports break oft after the station in al-Muzilalifa or
Mina. Four bring Abraham back to the Ka’ba where he performs the
circumambulations corresponding to today’s tawaf ul-ifada or tawafai
zit’dr. In three rcports. he performs the tlada to the Ka’ba. Two bring
him back to Mina a third time for the last lapidation at the pillars,
ending with the note that he then completed his Pilgrimage.
The fourteen accounts of Abraham’s preccdential Pilgrimage exhibit
a wide variety of depictions of the Pilgrimage ritual and sequence.
This fact supports not only the view that pre-Islamic practice varied
widely, but also thai the earliest Islamic Pilgrimage ritual was hardly
standardized. All the ritual sequences are linked to the person of
Abraham for authority; the great variety of depictions suggests that
they represent attempts to provide an authoritative grounding for
particular Pilgrimage practices. If the accounts exhibited a consistency
in content, style, language, or use of literary or ritual motifs such as
were found among the reports connecting Abraham to the Ka’ba in
Mecca, they would reflect the reality of a coherent tradition being
passed down largely intact and representing a unified cultural norm.
t of reports here examined do not exhibit this kind of consis
The poo
tency. They appear, rather, as if they associate Abraham with the
Pilgrimage only in order to validate a particular pilgrimage practice,
thereby adding further support to the view that Abraham’s association
with the rites of pilgrimage was not common knowledge in pre-Islamic
or perhaps even early Islamic Arabia.
Perhaps the most varied aspect of Abraham’s Pilgrimage activities is

The station al al-Muzdalifa is also portrayed quite differently in the
nine accounts including it in AbraharWs precedential Pilgrimage. Part
of the ambiguity here has 10 do with Ihe fact that this station is referred
to also as iam and as al-Mash’ar (aI-mash’ar al-haram)”. Two renditions
report that Abraham went to al-Mash’ar aI-l-laram after having arrived
in al-Muzdalifa. referring therefore to a specific location within al
Muzdalifa’. Abraham combines the maghrib and isha’ prayers in four
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“ The tapidation in these reports would lake place on the 8th øf the month. AL
aI.Aqaba, at al-james
T.BART 1:554 (al.Suddi) has Abraham stoning Satan at ‘he Iree at
al-Thaniya. and ii al-J.mn al’Tbalilha before arriving al ‘Arafa. He repeals the act upon
hi, return so Mina from al.Muzdatira. law lC*mfa 1:1834 (Mujahid) ha. Abtahan,
confronted by the devil at the Iree at aWAqaba and then again al al-Jamra •t’Wusta,
where Gabriel instructs Abraham to say the t,.kbfr as he throws the nones- Abraham’s act
prevented the devil from entering into the Pilg,image. taN KAmII 1:184 (the ‘Abbss) has
Satan lint appearing to Abraham at aI’Mas’a even before leaving Mecca, but Abraham

‘Arara.

AI-iAoydn. or the devil tiblft). The two taint arc used interchangeably. The
lapidation at al-’Aqsba in Mina is sometimes referred to as ostoning the devil..
AL-QuM.iI l;62. AL-TAflRSI t:47t C.
“See K. FlprssTnNE, Abraham’, Son as the Intended SarrØce (AI-Dhabih. Qur’an
37:99-Il)): Isn,es in Qw-’sic Lugesis, in .155,34(1989). p. tOO-tb (banner: Faasmwz.
Ah,ohams Son), where motifg 6 should mad: .Abraham takes the knife and lays his son
down on sop of a donkey saddle at Jamrat at-’Aqabaa.
‘Abdattah 5. at-Zubayr) and t,N ALAThI. (no
‘ At-’floml 281.88 tattribuled to
atiribution).
tn current Islamic practia, it occun in Mitts the day alter the Halting Ritual in

in relation to the lapidation, where Abraham’s act of throwing siones is
closely associated with confronting and defeating Satan”. Current and
traditional Islamic practice calls for a lapidation ritual in Mina at two
separate occasions. The first is on the 10th of the month (or dhu at
lWa). when pilgrims throw seven stones at a stone pillar known as al
iamra al’-’Aqaba in Mina after returning there from spending the night
at al-Muzdalifa. Pilgrims are expected to return to Mina during the
I Ith-l3th of the month. These days are known as aydni aI-w.shflk, and
one of the ritual expectations during this period is to perform another
lapidation by throwing seven pebbles each day at each of three stone
pillars.
Fully eleven of the fourteen reports describe Abraham throwing
stones in a manner which provides a precedent for the lapidation ritual.
Two of the three reports omitting this act arc fragmentary”. Only al
Ya’qUbi offers a lull narrative rendering of Abraham’s Pilgrimage
without mentioning the lapidation, but the intent of this report is
largely devoted to establishing the association between Abraham’s
attempted sacrifice of his son and the Pilgrimage”.
Among the eleven reports including Abraham’s lapidation can be
found a wide variety of depictions of when it took place. Only two
. Three
0
follow what has become current practice as outlined above’
reports portray the lapidation on the first visit to Mina, but it takes
place on the way to ‘Arafa and one day prior to the Halting Ritual
there”. Although agreeing with one another about the occurrence of
the lapidation before ‘Arafa, each of these reports portrays the act quite
differently and uses different terminology”. Three other reports refer to
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Ai-Tn,i 1:3S1 (Qatada). and At-TAbARSI 1:474 (Qatada).
Ai-An.c$ 33-34 (attribtited to tbn Isbaqt.
Quran 37:99. 113.
See hsisTtn.t. Abrubon.’, Sun. p. 104-106. Alt are given on The anihority of Ihn

‘Abhas and are closely relaled to the reporis in our sample.
“ See FiRI.5TflT*. Jrwrnr,x. p.244. These reporls am also attributed

“

betTered him (.tabnquhsq. Satan then appeared to Abraham again at Mm, where Gabriel
had brought bun to spend she night before pincreding to ‘Aral,. Ab,aham threw seven
hones al htni al at-Jam,, al-Aqaba. at ai-Jamra al-wtssta, and al al-J,mra al-Qtiswa.
At.-T,n,i. furor;, 289 nbc Prophet) has Abraham simply ‘Ihiowing at the
lantga.. t,un,ä aI-jumru) aner making the i$da from Jam. AL-TIfIIAII 88 likewise refers
in passing to ..lhrowsng at the Jarneas’. at Mists aner the %Thtk from Quash in ii
Mtizdaiira (aI-Mtizdatifa and jam’ refer to the same area). Ai.-KisAl depicts boih
Abraham and lshtnari throwing seven stones at LIst devil in Mm,. btuc the devil will
dtsappear whenever a alone is thrown al hint

the first lapidation in Mina after al-Muzdalifa, but end their narrative
without reference to a second lapidation”. Two reports consist of a
brief and nearly identical list of Abraham’s ritual stations, the last of
which is the c4throwing at the Jamrasn (rwna aI—jimar) after the fiida
from Jam’”. And al-Azraqi provides a report in which the devil
appears 10 Abraham at al-Jamra al-Aqaba, al-Jamra al-Wusta, and al
iamra al-Sufla in Mina”. Gabriel instructs him to throw seven stones
at the devil, after which the devil disappears. It is unclear from this
narrative whether it takes place before or after the Halting Ritual at
‘Arafa.
All these renditions agree about the stoning of the pillars in Mina, a
common practice of the pre-lslamic pilgrimage rituals. They exhibit
very little agreement, however, about how or when Abraham was
involved in the act of stoning the pillars. Adding to the confusion is the
Fact that other largely unrelated traditions evolved to connect Abraham
to the lapidation ritual as well. Two groups of these traditions are
centered around Abraham’s attempted sacrifice of his son’
. One group
6
depicts Satan trying to hinder Abraham from carrying out the sacrifice
at the very stone pillars in Mina where Satan tries in our sample to
deter Abraham from performing the Pilgrimage”. Another group
omits Satan from the story entirely and is organized around Abraham
and his son’s attempts to bring the redemptive ram provided by God in
place oF the son to the altar for sacrifice. The ram, which is not caught
in a thicket in the Islamic renditions of the legend, runs away from his
would-be captors. In order to capture it, Abraham or his son throws
seven stones at it three times: at the location of aI-Jamra aPUla, al
iamra al-Wusta, and al-iamra al-Kubra”.
All three groups of legends connect Abraham to the lapidation in
Mina. This, however, is virtually the only aspect they hold in common.
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laN KATIIIR 183-4.
Ai-TABRT. fawn-, 287-8; Comnientart’, 1:554; AL-KISA’T. law
cr. Quran 3:67 talso 2:130. 3:95.4:123,6:161. eTc.).

AL-ATM..

Each group is based upon a different narrative, and the use of termino
logy and narrative style varies quite dramatically between them and
even between most of the individual reports in our sample of Abraham’s
Pilgrimage ritual. The conclusion that must be drawn from this is that
the motif of Abraham stoning Satan at the Jamras in Mina does not
represent a well-known pie-Islamic tradition that had been taken over
and incorporated into Islamic lore. Were it a coherent pre-Islamic
legend. it would likely have come into Islam in a far more consistent
manner,
The fact that Abraham is associated with the lapidation in three
different categories of legend attests to his importance in-the mindset of
the pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods. As suggested hy the consis
tency and popularity of the legends connecting Abraham to Mecca and
the building of the ICa’ba, he is closely in association with the Meccan
sanctuary. The early Muslims recognized this known connection and
took it a step further by associating him with lapidation in order to find
an acceptable justification for continuing this popular pilgrimage custom,
re-defining the origin of the act in terms that would be acceptable to the
evolving sensibilities of early Islam.
The great variety of ritual behavior attributed to Abraham can be
attributed partially to the fact that the goal of these narratives is not to
provide the exact requirements for an acceptable Pilgrimage. The
narratives nevertheless reveal the ritual expectations of those telling the
stories. Some of the variations may also be explained by Lhe fact that
the narratives do not regularly provide Abraham’s actions to the very end
of his Pilgrimage. Some end abruptly after providing an etymological
. Others
9
explanation for a name or term such as Arafa or garwiya’
appear to be concerned with only one particular item in the ritual sequence
. The
90
and then end without detailing the rest of Abraham’s Pilgrimage
goal of these narratives is to provide acceptable authority for their
points of view by associating them with the precedental Pilgrimage of
Abraham. Abraham’s association with the halting ritual in ‘Arafa.
the lapidation. or the ritual sacrifice in Mina, all of which are not
mentioned in the Qur’an, renders these acts fully within the parameters
. It
t
of Abrahamic monotheism and therefore acceptable to Islam
removes the old pagan associations known from the pre-lslamic period
that would render such acts unacceptable. Because of Abraham’s
stature in pre-Islamic Arabia as a hoLy man, the founder of the Ka’ba,
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U. RUCIN. ‘tfaivqijt’o Old Ku ha (ace above is. 25).
At-T.uni. Con,menta,,’. 11:141-145; AL-Q0MMI 2:13; AL-TABARSI 497; len
Kind.. (‘rnn.nenrurr. 3:215-216. tic. And indeed, moat English renditions ol the Qor’an
reptesent the verse dilicintly than in my rendaing in order 10 make this dear. Yossif Ali
has already been quoted. 1st M. Picklhall renders it: .And treeneniber) when We prepared
for Abraham the place of the (holy) House, saying: ‘Ascribe thou no thing as pinner
unit) Mc... And procbim unto mankind the Pilgrimage’.. AS. Arbcrry: .And when We
settled for Abraham ihe place of the House: Thou shall not associate with Me anything.
And do lhou portly M Iloute and proclaim among men the Pilgrimage...’..

“

—

Most exegetes consider the second part of 22:26 beginning with So do
not assoaciate anything with me (an Ia tushrik hishay’an) and continuing
through verse 27 to be directed to Abraham°’. The syntax of 22:26,
however, coupled with the use of the third person reference to Abraham
and the use of the particle ‘an with the imperative (in the second person
an là tushrik) suggests that both verses were directed entirely to
Muhammad. The imperative form of the verb occurs here in a verb
chain in which all are addressed to the same person: là tushrik
warahhir
wa’ad.hdhin. In fact, the entire pericope was directed to

My translation Follows:
Remember. We established Abraham at the site of the House. So
Do not associate anything with Me. and Purify My House for those
who circumambulate it. stand (before it in prayer), and bow and
prostrate themselves. Proclaim the Pilgrimage among humankind!
They will come to you on foot and on all kinds of steeds from every
corner (of the world) (Q. 22:26-27).

These conclusions are drawn from analysis of the exegetical liLeralure.
We are still left with the problem of Qur’an 22:26-27, which appears
to depict God instructing Abraham to call humanity to make the
Pilgrimage. A clear qur’anic association between Abraham and the
Pilgrimage would call into question the preceding analysis of the
exegetical literature. A careful reading of the qur’anic text, however.
will quickly demonstrate that his association with the Pilgrimage is not
at all clear. The Arabic verses read:
wa’idh bowwo ‘nã li’ibrãhim ,nakãn al-bayt an là tushrik bi shay ‘an
watahhir baytiya hljdiJin wal-qa’imfn wal-rztkka’ al-sujud wa’odh
dhinfl aI-nas bil-haji yatüka rjjãlan wa’alà kulli damir ya’tina mm
kullifajjin amiq

.

and even lrwiiJi monotheist
, it made perfect sense to the early
91
Muslims to associate him also with the rites of the Pilgrimage, thereby
rendering what originated as pagan rites fully acceptable to an Islamic
world view.
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Muhammad who was privy to the original revelation, and with Abraham
referred to in the third person. The qur’anic convention of introducing
a verse with the indeclinable noun, (wa)’idh is invariably understood
as udlikur nra kñna, meaning tekemember what occurred, therefore
addressing the seclion to Muhammad’. Abraham’s founding of the
Ka’ba by God’s will was cited to Muhammad in order to emphasize the
importance of Lhe following phrase: so do not associate anything with
me. Abraham’s association with the founding of the Ka’ba was recalled
here because it was common knowledge in pre-Islamic Mecca. Abraham
is referred to in order to emphasize to Muhammad the Kiba’s originally
pure state as a shrine to the one God, and it is followed with the
command to Muhammad to refrain from associating any other divinity
with God and to purify the originally monotheistic shrine from the
corruption of the many idols placed there, Ii is Muhammad who was
the one intended to proclaim the responsibility of pilgrimage to the
Ka’ba.
That Muhammad and not Abraham was intended in the command
to proclaim the Pilgrimage is presumed by al-Basan and al’iabri
though their interpretation is uncommon”. The likelihood of this
minority opinion may be supported by the fact that aside from this
verse, the Qur’an never associates Abraham with the Pilgrimage or its
. This observation has been supported from the preceding analysis
6
rites’
of the exegetical literature. In conclusion, both the qur’anic and exegetical
literature’s association of Abraham with the sacred sites of Mecca
hearken back to pre-lslamic associations. His association with the
Pilgrimage, however is an Islamic innovation that was unknown in pre.
Islamic times.
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